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1. Introduction. Practically all partition functions that have been

considered have generating functions of the form

(1) f,W - IT-X—— = zZ ay(k)e-\
_i (1 - «-*•)»<"> t_0

where the real part of 5 is positive and

(2) Fy{x) = zZ yW ~ Kx" log" x, y(n) ^ 0, K > 0, w > 0.
x

Here oT(0) = 1 and for k positive

ay(k)

(3) £ jL. + !]••• f7(«) + ^n-lj

i=l*1+2ir)-(-I*J,*„,iO   n-1 ^n!

Thus the partition k = l£i+2&2+ • ■ • +lki of into ki ones, &2 twos,

and so on, is weighted in a certain way by the product shown, and

various partition functions are obtained by choosing the function

y(n) appropriately. For example, if y(n) = 1 for all n, then ay(k) be-

comes the unrestricted partition function; if y(n)=n for all n, then

ay(k) becomes the plane partition of Wright [2];1 if y(n) = 1 for rth

powers and 0 otherwise, then ay(k) is the number of partitions of k

into rth powers; and so on.

The purpose of this paper is to establish the asymptotic formula

,jx  logAy(k) ~— {KuYiu + 2)f(« + 1)}!/(«+»
(4) «

•{«+ l} (»—)/(•+»>l0g Jfe}"/(«+o>

where

(5) ^W = E«,W.
n-0

We prove (4) by a method used by Hardy and Ramanujan [l] to

obtain some special cases thereof, namely, we first prove that for s
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1 Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper.
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tending to zero through positive values

(6) log gy(s) ~ K (-J-)"(l°g y)"1^ + W(" + 1>-

and then apply a Tauberian theorem proved by Hardy and Ramanu-

jan in their paper.

If ay(k) is nondecreasing with increasing k from a certain point on,

Ay(k) +0(1)
(7) \ S ay(k) g Ay(k)

and hence (4) is true for log ay(k). This is the case, for example, if

7(1)^1. Formula (4) is obviously true for ay(k) under wider condi-

tions than monotonicity, but on the other hand it is not always true

for ay(k); for example, it is obviously false if y(n) is 1 for even n and

0 for odd n.

Furthermore:2 Suppose that 7(71) =; 1 whenever it is nonzero. Sup-

pose that the set 5 of positive integers for which y(n) ^ 0 has the prop-

erty that all positive integers not less than c can be partitioned into

integers from S. Then (4) is also true for log ay{k).

To prove this observe that ay(k)^ay(m) for k — c^jw^I. Hence

Ay(k - c)/(k - c) g ay(k) g Ay(k) for k > c

and the conclusion follows from (4).

As a result of this, one can deduce asymptotic formulas for the

logarithm of any unweighted partition function, provided only that

the set of integers used is such that all sufficiently large integers can

be partitioned into integers from the set. In particular, this is cer-

tainly true if the set of positive integers contains two coprime integers.

An important lacuna in the literature on partitions is the absence

of an exact or asymptotic formula for the number T(k) of partitions

of k into primes. From (4) and the prime number theorem we get

only

2t /   k V'2
(8)

which is given by Hardy and Ramanujan (formula 5.281 of [l]).

In the paper following this one we consider a weighted partition

function a(k) involving primes, namely that obtained by choosing

7(n) in (1) as the A(«) of prime number theory. We obtain there an

2 The author is indebted to the referee for this observation, which materially ex-

tends the scope of the paper.
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asymptotic formula for A(k)= zZn-o a(n) under the assumption of

the Riemann hypothesis. From (4) follows the weaker result

(9) logA(k) ~«-(2£/3)1/J

without any unproved hypothesis. Since proof of monotonicity of

a(Jk) would seem to be extremely difficult (if true), we cannot assert

(9) for log a(k). Note that (9) is the same as the asymptotic formula

for log p(k), where p{k) is the number of unrestricted partitions of

k. The correspondence follows from the fact that

22 A(«) ~ x ~ 221-
nSx nix

Since also

22 log P ~ x,
pi X

the powers of the primes may be disregarded in (9).

Besides (8) and (9) we give some further applications of (4) at the

end of the paper.

2. Proof. In the following s is real and positive. Both "o" and "0"

refer to s tending to zero.

From (1) we obtain

00 1 °° 1

log gy(s) = 22 7(») log-= 22 — (»«)
n-i 1 — «—"     m=i m

where

00

*(*) = 22 y(n)e~>».
n-l

We find an asymptotic formula for <p~(s) for s tending to zero, and

use it to find an asymptotic formula for log gy(s). This is the previ-

ously mentioned technique of Hardy and Ramanujan [l, pp. 245-

261].

<j>(s) = 7(1)*?- + 7(2)e-J« + 7(3)e-3' + 7(4)^» + • • •

= - 7(1){<ru -e-'} - {7(1) + 7(2)} {e-3» - e~*>)

- {7(D+7(2)+7(3)}{<r4'-e-"}-

= - 22 22 y(n) f   ^f~l dy
«-1 n-i       J j dy
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oo      /• 5+1

= Z I Fy(y)se-*»dy

= J Fy(y)se->"dy = J*^ FT ̂—^ <r*(f*.

Thus

(10)        <p(s) = J    F T l^—^ «-*<to + j' Fy ̂ —^<r*dx.

Fy(x) is an increasing function, hence in the first integral of (10),

and so

J*^ Fy ^—^ e~"dx = o|j(1-u)/j log" —I, for s tending to zero.

5 may be taken so small that, in the second integral of (10),

where |pi(jc)| <e uniformly in x, x^s112. Then:

<p(s) = 0 jj<l-">/2 log" — 1

(ID ^ *'
r°° /AV x\*

+ (1 + o(l))Kj ^ (—j <rxdx.

Put

( —) (log — ) e-'ix =|       +1     -        + *,(*).
,1/2   \ S /   \ S / J ,1/1 J 1/.1/2

For $1(5), -l/2glog x/log (l/s)£l/2 and

log.^,(log.±)(1+_|^_y

= ('*7)(1 + io7^<4
where | p2(x) | ^ Cv. Therefore,
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-(t)"(1ost)7d""""*- (t)"(1ost)7.'

— f—^ flog —^  f «"e-^iia;
\ 5 / \       S /  J i/,i/J

/ 1\V     1 W r1''1"
+ (jyUlog—J   J ^   x"(log ̂psC^r-^x

We find:

= ^"(log-iyrC« + 1) + 0 jj"-«>/* log" i-j

+ „(1) + 0{(±)"(,„gi.)~}.

Also, $2(5) =o(l).

Substituting $>(s) = $i(s) + <J>s(s) into (11), we have

<p(j) = O^1-""2 log' —j

+ {1 + o(i)}|il:(-iy(iog^-yr(M+ i)|

+ o|j(»-«)/2 log" —j- + o(l)

+ 0{(l)-(logl)"}+(,(1).

Hence

d.(j) ~ * (7) (l08y) r(M +

Now

iog',w = £-<i>(ms) = £ +   £   +   e +e
m-1  »t lSmSM       Af<m<l/«»/« l/,W*SmSl/« m>l/»

= <Pl(i) + «2(*) + &(*) +

where M is such that £"»*fi/w+1<e (_M"(£) is fixed).
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First:

M I

<t>i(s) = 22 —<t>{ms)
m-i m

- 22 — {1 + o(l)} \k(—Y(log —Yr(« + 1)1 .
m-\ m \   \ms / \     ms / )

But log w/log (l/s) < 1/2 for 0i(s) and

where | i?„(w) | < C*„.

Thus

/ IV/     IV "  1 + o(l)

\ S /   \       S / „=1 mu+1

But M is fixed, and so

Ms) = k(^) (^sy) r(M + Ört* + i)!1 +

' H<!)K)}-{(t)K)1
Secondly, for 02(5) we have

o>(ms) < C„„ f-\ (log —^ ,
\ms / \     ms /

and since M<m<\/sxli

(log —^ ^ C„ ̂ log —^ for all P.

So,

«.)-0{.(-l)"(lcgi)}
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Thirdly, for <p»(s) we observe from the original definition that

<p(mi s) <<p(m2s) if m\>m2. Hence we may use for all m the estima-

tion for the smallest m, namely m = l/s112, and find

or,

Finally, in <jn{s), ms>l, and the definition of <p(ms) readily yields

cj>i(s)=0(Vj. See (3.544) of Hardy-Ramanujan.

This gives

log jr(,) = *: (-j) "(log 7)'r(" + "f" + 0 (1 + 1

+ o{,(l)-(i„gl)}

+ 0{.(i)-(Iogl)j

+ o{i},

and we have

(6)      log gy(s) ~ z (y)"^ 7")"r(M + Art" +J)-

Now we quote, for reference, Hardy and Ramanujan's Theorem

A [l, p. 252]:
"Suppose that

X„
Xi § 0, X„ > X„_i, X„ -* =c ;-> 1; an £ 0, 4 > 0, a >0;

Xn-l

£a„c-x"* is convergent for 5>0;
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/M = Z one-*»> = exp|jl + o(l)}4r-jlogyj""]

when s—+0. Then

An = ai+ • • • + an = exp [{l + 0(l)}£A;/(1+<"(log if"0***]

where 5=i41'<1+«>a:-»/(1+«5(l+a)1+IW(1+a)1 when n-*».»

Applying this theorem with:

/(*) = gy(s), A = ^(M + l)f(« + 1),

X„ = n = k,       ß = — v,

a = w,

we obtain (4) at once from (6).

3. Further applications. A few applications were indicated in the

introduction.

As a matter of interest we give some further applications.

A fairly general type of partition is obtained by using only com-

ponents of the form:

(12) n = a0 + aim + aim? + • • • + armr, ar > 0, r ^ 1,

where the a's are such as to give positive integral n for positive inte-

gral m. For simplicity we also assume the polynomial to yield Ki>w«

for m\>m2. The m's themselves may be restricted in various ways.

Let mi be the largest integer which gives n^x in (12). Then

Go + • • • + ar_i»?i   + arm\

g x < a0 + ■ ■ • + fWv»! + l)r_1 + flrO»i + l)r.

As x—* =o, mi—> oo, and so for x tending to infinity we have

x = arm\ + 0{m\ ) = aTm[(l + 0^—^ = arm\(\ + o(l)),

/ A"'

Let m be restricted in some manner such that

(13) Z   1 ~ KWi(log «i)m > 0.
mimi

Obviously, p^l. But when only the restricted m's of (13) are used

in (12), Z-nS".! 1= Z«=* Thus:
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i/</r

(14)
K  / X\ll'r

Z 1 =-(-) (log*Hl4-0(l)}.
n&x        r"\ aj

We put y(n) = 1 when n is of the form (12), and y(n) =0 otherwise.

Comparing (14) with (2) and (4), we have the theorem:

If Ay(k) is the summatory function for the number of partitions

of k into components of the form

n = a0 4- aim + aim2 + • • • 4- armT,       aT > 0, r ^ 1, « > 0, m > 0t

»i > «2 for m\ > w2,

where Zmgm, l~/c?<(log mi)', /i>0, then

10g ^[7(/fe) ~ Al-"'(r+^)(r 4- M)(f-r»)/(r+^)

{.r(f+2)f(f+l)}-{l}-|logS)

We apply this theorem to the following cases:

(A) Let m be unrestricted. Then «c=l, ju=l, v = 0 and

log47(£) ~(r + l)i/(r+i)|r^_ + 2jf( — + ljj |—I

Hardy and Ramanujan's result for partitions into rth powers of

positive integers [l, p. 259], is a special case of this. (Wright [3] gives

more detailed results.)

(B) Let m be restricted to primes. Then K=l, /i= 1, v = — 1 and

log Ay{k) ~ (r + 1) jr (-1 + 2) f      + l) j
r/(r+l)

£ \ l/(r+l)

{log *}-"<•+»>.

Again, Hardy and Ramanujan's result for partitions into rth powers

of primes [l, p. 260 ] is included as a special case.

(C) Let m be square-free. Then Zmgmi l^6nt\/Tr2 and

\ogAy(k)

(6   /l     \ /l     Vi r/(r+1) (k) 1/tr+1)

.„ + 11,«|.r(7+!)t(-+,)(     {_} .

In particular, for partitions into square-free numbers:

log ay(k) ~ 2k1'2.
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(D) Let m be a polygonal number of order g+2 (g^l):

m = I + q(P - i)/2; I - 1, 2, 3,   • •

Then

E .~(^)""
m^mj \  (7 /

and

log4T0) ~ (2r + l)u(2--+i>

In particular, for partitions into triangular numbers:

(3 /3\)2'3
loga7(£)~ |_(6^)>/2^-J|

(E) Various combinations may be taken, with the answer of higher

order dominating. For instance, partitions into square-free numbers

and triangular numbers, with duplications omitted or not, as desired,

gives the result:

log ay(k) ~ 2F'2.
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